
At Quartix, we believe in transparency. With that in mind, we have put together ten of the most 
common questions about vehicle tracking costs and answered them for you, based on our 
product and the experience you will get with our system and our team of vehicle tracking 
experts.   

1. What type of contracts are available?

Quartix offers a range of vehicle tracking contracts, but the most popular option is 12 months. 
While it’s possible to commit to a longer contract of 24 or 36 months, which will reduce the 
monthly price, many customers find the flexibility of a shorter contract better for their business. 
Quartix contacts do not auto-renew, no matter their length, so you will only be committed for the 
initial term - then transferred onto a monthly rolling contract.  

 

2. What is the monthly subscription price?

We offer our basic vehicle tracking package, InfoPoint, at a competitive price, starting from 
$14.90 per month. Additional features are included with higher tier plans, like our InfoPlus 
option, and other add-ons such as Driver Identification are also available at an extra cost. 

At certain times of the year, we offer seasonal prices for our new customers, so it’s always 
worth looking out for these deals.    

Read more about our pricing plans and extra features

3. Is there a set up/installation charge?

Quartix always includes installation and set-up, so this does not come at an extra cost. We can 
do this because we have a nationwide network of subcontracted auto-electrical engineers who 
are qualified to install our devices. We feel that getting the device into your vehicle is part of the 
overall vehicle tracking service. 

Setting up a connection with the system once your tracker has been installed can be done 
remotely, so there is no charge to “turn on” your trackers—we want your business to benefit from 
our vehicle tracking immediately.  

If you are ordering a single tracking device, there will be a shipping fee applicable of  
$22.00 + Tax. Shipments of more than one device will be free of charge.
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4. Is support and training included in the price? 

We offer a free, direct phone line to our customer support team during normal business hours, 
so if there is ever an issue, you never have to go through an automated system to reach us. We 
make sure that calls reach a real person with the knowledge, skills and enthusiasm to guide you 
through a sales, support or accounting query. 

You can also find answers to your questions about our system and its features, 24/7, on our 
Knowledgebase - there is no additional charge for access to this useful database of articles. 
Video tutorials covering some of our most popular vehicle tracking tools are also available 
via our website. The Quartix system is designed with usability at the forefront and is easy to 
navigate with a clear selection of reports and features.   

Quartix holds a gold award in customer service from independent assessor IIC and maintains a 
five-star rating on Trustpilot.   

5. Is a device warranty included in the subscription fee? 

Quartix offers a free device warranty with all contracts, ensuring that your vehicle tracking 
devices are covered for the entire length of your contract. In the unlikely event of a malfunction, 
Quartix will repair or replace the tracker in question at no extra cost.   

6. Will there be a charge if I need to move a tracker to another vehicle? 

If a professional removal and reinstallation is required and you do not have an in-house engineer 
able to carry out the procedure, you will need to arrange this independently. Quartix neither 
provides a tracker removal service or charges for disconnecting/reconnecting devices.

In addition to our hardwired tracker, Quartix has two vehicle tracking device options that are 
simple to install yourself and can be easily moved between vehicles. These consist of a plug-in 
solution or a tracker device that attaches to the vehicle battery.

Find out more about these installation options.
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7. Should I expect cancellation fees if I end my contract? 

If you wish to cancel your Quartix contract early, you would still be liable for service charges 
until the minimum contract term, as outlined in your order confirmation, expires. This approach 
is standard to most vehicle tracking companies and it is something to consider when choosing 
the length of your contract.   

8. Do the contracts automatically renew?

Quartix contracts do not automatically renew. Your contract will simply go onto a monthly rolling 
contract after the initial minimum contract term has expired. This means that you are not tied 
into another contract after it ends and you can cancel at will, with 30 days’ written notice.    

 
9. What is a standard notice period if I don’t wish to renew my vehicle tracking? 

We aim to keep our customers enjoying the vehicle tracking system and to stay competitive  
with our prices, but if you do wish to cancel your contract, Quartix asks for just 30 days’ notice, 
in writing. 

Our notice period leaves ample time for the cancellation to be processed and the units to be 
disconnected before another month’s payment comes around. 

10. Can I do a free trial of the vehicle tracking system?
 

Quartix offers a free, 30-day trial using our plug-in tracker for one of your vehicles. During this 
time period, you will have access to all of our tools and features. You can see the benefits of the 
system for yourself, with your own data. The tracker should be returned to us after 30 days, or 
you can choose to begin a contract at any time during the trial.  

For more information on our pricing and plans, email sales@quartix.com or  
call 1-855-913-6663 to speak to one of our experts.   
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